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Motivation NM

Back contact solar cells hold significant promise for increased performance ‘in o

photovohaics for the near future. Two major advantages which these cells possess area
lack of grid shading loss and coplanar interconnection. Front contacted cells can have up
to 10 ‘A shading loss when using screen printed metal grids. A front contact cell must
also use solder connections which run horn the front of one cell to the back of the next
for series interconnection. This procedure is more difficult to automate than the case of
co-planar contacts.

The back contact cell design is not a recent concept. The earliest silicon solar cell
developed by Bell Labs was a back contact device[ 1]. There have been many design
modifications to the basic concept over the years. To name a few, there is the
[nterdigitated Back Contact (IBC) cell [2], the Stanford Point contact solar cell [3], the .
Emitter \Vrap Through (EWT)[4,5], and its many variations [6,7,8,9,10]. A number of
these design concepts ha~~edemonstrated high efficiency. The SunPower back contact
solar cell holds the efficiency record for silicon concentrator cells[ 11]. The challenge is
to produce a high efficiency cell at Io\v cost using high throughput techniques. This has
yet to be achieved \vith a back contact cell design.

The focus of this paper will be to review the relevant features of back contact
cells and progress made toward the goal of a low cost version of this device.

Design classifications

All of the back contact cells de~eloped to date fall into tfvo categories, which can
be referred to as the IBC cell and the EWT cell. IBC includes all of those cell designs
;vhich rely upon carrier collection at a rear junction alone. The EWT class of cells can
accomplish carrier collection at both sides and relies upon current conduction from the
front to the back through some sort of perforation in the cell.

The IBC cell must be fabricated on material with a long minority earner diffusion
length. The distance from any point in the cell to the junction must be much less than the
diffusion length. This results from two- or three-dimensional carrier collection in the
IBC cell. If the junction is present along a finger pattern at the back, then the current
co Hection is two dimensional. If the junction is formed at points on the back surface, as
in the case of the Stanford Point Contact cell, then the collection is three dimensional.
This imposes a restriction on gridline geometry requiring fine lines and tight tolerances.
As material quality decreases, the restrictions on grid geometry become more severe.

Another requirement of the IBC type cell is excellent front surface passivation,
since the junction is on the back and most photogeneration occurs at the fi-ont. This
surface passivation must remain stable as well.

The IBC cell has the advantage of allowing the rem junction to be optimized for
electrical perfomxmce, namely a low Jojunction. The front s~face can be optimized for
optical perflormance[ 12]. Reduced junction area has the potential to give very low total
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cell J0.[3] Series resistance is typically not a problem with this device due to high metal
coverage fractions at the back of the cell. Also, there is no need to conduct current along
a diffused emitter as is the case with a front contact cell. Hence, the tradeoff between
series resistance and grid shading is not present in this design.[ 12] The primary
contribution to series resistance is typically conduction through the base. If the base is
lightly doped, then the cell will operate in high level injection, and photoinjected earners
will determine the base resistivity. This feature, called conductivity modulation, gives a
decreasing series resistance component with high concentration ratios, and makes the
IBC cell highly attractive as a concentrator cell.

The other class’of back contact cells uses the EWT design. An early version of
this cell was the Polka Dot cell, which used chemically etched holes in a silicon wafer. [4]
A later version coined the name Emitter Wrap Through, and began the use of laser hole
drilling, which is currently the predominant technique[5]. The EWT class of cells has a
collecting junction covering the entire front and a portion of the back of the cell. These
junctions are connected by holes in the silicon. The interior of the holes is diffused.
Contacts are on the back surface and are interdigitated. There has been a recent
proliferation of design variations on this cell, indicating a growing interest. The EWT
cell gives a back contact a~angement just as the IBC cell does, however, it has
advantages and disadvantages quite different from the IBC cell.

All EWT designs can operate efficiently at a lower diffusion length than is
required for the IBC cell. Carrier collection in an EWT cell can occur at both the front
and the back junctions, and hence, collection efficiency can be high. Diffusion lengths
need be no longer than the device thickness for high collection efficiency. This makes
the EWT cell best suited for lower quality silicon. A very important distinction from the
IBC cell is that current collection is nearly one-dimensional. Gridlines need not be
narrow, or closely spaced, to achieve high collection efficiencies.

In the EWT cell, photocurrent must flow through the front emitter layer. Hence,
there is the same tmdeoffbetween series resistance and blue response that occurs in a
front contacted cell. Since the IBC cell does not have a front junction this tradeoff does
not occur.

In a properly designed EWT cell, series resistance can be quite low, without
requiring a high hole density. The two keys are to get metal in the holes and maintain a
long diffusion length. If the diffusion length is near the thickness of the cell, then a
significant fraction of the photocurrent will be collected by the rear junction and does not
even pass through the holes. Dividing the current in this fashion is a very effective way
to reduce series resistance loss. However, if the diffusion length greatly exceeds the
thickness, then the holes are unnecessary. If the holes can be filled with metal, this will
reduce the required hoIe density, until resistive loss along the front emitter and resistive
loss in the gridlines dominate. This is essentially the same case as in a front contact cell,
except not all of the photocurrent is flowing in the front emitter. A hole spacing of 3 mm
X 3 mm should give acceptable series resistance for one-sun operation. This opens the
possibility of a low cost version of the EWT cell. Screen printing can be used to form
gridlines as well as pattexn the emitter diffusion[6]. Given 3 mm grid line spacing and
no need for fine lines, the printing requirements are greatly relaxed compared to a front
contact cell, and alignment requirements are well within the capabilities of screen
printing.



The merits and drawbacks of each cell design are summarized in Table 1.

] IBC cell
Merits No grid shading

Co-planar intercomect
Low emitter Jo

=1=====
Potential low series resistance

Drawbacks Requires patterning

High material quality needed

Fine lines and tight tolerances are
generally required. The lower the
diffusion length the tighter the
tolerances.
Minimum of one alignment
needed

1 Front surface oassivation critical

EWT cell
No m-id shadirw

Co-planar interconnect
High collection efficiency
Hi~h material aualitv not essential
Tight tolerances not needed

Fine lines not necessary
P-tvoe surface mssivation not critical

Requires patterning
Processing complicated by hole
drilling
Minimum of two alignments needed

Tradeoff between blue response and
series resistance

Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of EWT and IBC cell designs,

IBC-type cells

The IBC cell has been around for quite a while, and is a very well developed
technology. SunPower Corp. has been commercializing these cells for several years.
The cells are very high efficiency and marketed for specialized applications 13]. There
has been little work in attempting to convert this device design into a low cost competitor
in today’s one sun flat plate marketplace. A recent paper details an IBC cell fabricated
using screen printed contacts and laser cuts for isolation of contacts. [14] Front
illuminated efficiencies were about 1 0/0,limited by poor collection efficiency.

The prime reason for the lack of interest thus far is the high material quality
required by the device. Diffusion length must be several times the distance of any point
in the cell to the nearest collecting junction. A plot of collection efficiency for a back

junction cell is shown in Figure 1. This was calculated assuming a 100pm thick planar
solar cell using PC- 1D. The plot illustrates the diffusion length required for the IBC cell.
For a diffusion length equal to the thickness, a maximum of only 70 VO of the current can
be collected. A diffusion length to thickness ratio of three or greater is required to exceed
95 ‘XO collection efficiency. Considering first the thickness, most commercial cell silicon
is around 300 Vm. This would require a diffusion length near one mm for the device to
be successful. This type of diffusion length is not common in most solar grade silicon.



However, if the cell could be thinned to under 100 pm, then the IBC cell design becomes
viable. Next, consideration must be given to the metal grids. The collecting junction on
the back surface could be in a finger pattern. The same restriction which applied to the
wafer thickness applies as well to the distance between collecting junction fingers. If

they are to be separated by no more than 100 pm, then this is also the space rqmaining for
placement of the opposite polarity gridline. This would place a severe restriction on
using contacts such as screen printed metal, both due to alignment tolerance, and fine line
printing ability. In general, as the diffusion length declines the processing tolerances
decrease.

Another issue which arises in the IBC cell, or any cell with back contacts is shunt
conductance. When grid lines are closely spaced, it is very easy to short out the cell by
misalignment, bridged gridlines, and patterning errors. A large metal coverage area is
desirable to minimize series resistance, however it greatly increases the probability of
shunt defects. The simplest way to reduce the likelihood of shunt defects is to reduce the
metal coverage fraction and provide the largest space possible between gridlines of
opposite polarity. This is at odds ~vith the requirement fortight tolerances that the IBC
cell requires for collection efficiency.

There is also the issue of the emitter patterning. In the”classical IBC cell, there
are several photolithography steps for defining the emitter, back surface field, contact
cuts, and metal gridlines. At a minimum, there needs to be an emitter pattern and a
contact pattern. This requires a minimum of one alignment step. The goal for a low cost
IBC cell should be a single alignment and no photolithography. All patterning should be
done with printing-type techniques. There are two schemes which appear promising for
achieving this goal.

One way to combine the metal pattern and the emitter pattern would be to make
use of self-doping metallizations to form the contacts and emitter simultaneously. This
idea has been proposed previously 15]. The self-doping metal concept uses a
metal/dopant compound applied to the silicon. This is followed by a high temperature
step to the metal-silicon eutectic temperature to form an epitaxial silicon junction or back
surface field by liquid phase growth. The metal remains to form a contact to the grown
layer. This concept has the advantage of reducing process steps and producing a contact
which is self-aligned to the junction. There would be t~vo applications of different self-
doping metal compounds and one high temperature cycle. The second metal would need
to be aligned to the first metal gridline pattern. This approach is highly experimental.
One drawback to this approach is that if the metal coverage fractions is high on the back
surface, then light trapping wi 11be adversely affected. An alloyed metal-silicon interface
typically has low reflectivity.

An alternative to this arrangement, which does not require development of a new
metallization technology, is to form an emitter and a P+ layer in a fairly conventional
manner, and then use a single metal to contact both conductivity types. In other words, if
N+ and P+ can be formed on the back surface of the cell simultaneously, then a single
metal print may be used to contact both layers. Only a singIe alignment would be
necessary. This approach would tend to reduce metal to metal gridline shorting, since
both polarities are applied with the same print. Screen printed silver is well known to
make good contact to N+ silicon, but it can also be used to make contact to a P+
surface[ 16].
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EWT Cells

The primary concept of the EWT cell is to preserve the front junction and use its
inherently high collection efficiency. There are several design variations developed in
recent years, each with its own unique features.

Buried Contact EWT

The buried contact EWT cell was one of the earliest versions developed[5].
cell used laser drilIed holes as well as laser cut channels for contact plating. The
advantage to this structure was the economy of laser use. Seeing that the laser was
necessary for the device structure, it was advantageous to use the laser for another
purpose at the same time. However, this design variation suffered from processing

The

difficulties. Multiple diffusion steps, and the requirement for very heavy diffusions in the
grooves led to a complicated process sequence. The highest efficiency obtained was 8.76
% on a 36 cm2 cell[ 17].

Photolithographic EWT

The difficulties in processing on the buried contact version of the EWT led to a
device design using photolithog,raphic patteming[ 17]. An emitter diffusion was masked
by a deposited oxide and contacts applied using evaporated metal. The intention was to
demonstrate the device design \vith a minimum of complications by the use of well
developed process techniques. In terms of cell efficiency this device design has proven
the most successful of the various EWT variations. An 18.2 ‘%0 cell of 40 cmz area was
recently fabricated 18]. The base material was 0.4 Ohm-cm silicon with a bulk lifetime

of approximately 7 psec, which demonstrates the potential of this device on low quality
material. To the author’s knowledge, this is the highest efficiency reported for any EWT-
type cell.

Screen Printing

The EWT cell would clearly make no impact if it was unable to use low cost
processing techniques. Efforts are currently underway to convert EWT technology to
screen printing technology [6, 19]. The research group at ECN is fabricating 100 cm2 cells
using screen printing for all patterning steps. Holes are drilled by laser in the usual
fashion. The process sequence involves an N type diffusion over the entire wafer surface
following hole drilling and damage etch. The N type emitter is chemically etched on a
portion of the back surface after the remaining surface is protected with an etch resist
print. Metal contacts are applied by screen printing in two successive print and fire steps.
A deposited surface passivation \vas typically applied before the metallization steps. The
best cell reported was 9.6 % on 102 cm2 using multicrystalline silicon. Poor passivation
of the p-type surface was suggested as the limiting factor in cell efficiency 19]. The
processes used in this cell fabrication sequence are all consistent with current industrial
solar cell practices.
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POWER cell

An interesting variant on the EWT cell concept is based on the POWER cell
developed by Willeke and Fath[20]. Theacronym stands for PolycrystalIine Wafer
Engineering Result. This cell forms the holes in the silicon by perpendicular dicing
grooves, one on the cell front and one on the cell back. The groove depth is slightly
deeper than half of the wafer thickness, and the hole diameter is controlled by the cut
depth. This cell structure was originally not restricted to an all back contact device, but
can be adapted to a back contact cell. The cell design has some unique advantages.
First, light trapping can be obtained on polycrystalline silicon, due to the grooves.
Collection efficiency can potentially be very high on poor quality silicon, due to a short
distance of any point in the cell to a collecting junction. Also, the hoIe forming technique
can be done with high throughput. Device results of this cell were recently presented,
with an 11.4 0/0 efficient cell on 1 Ohm-cm CZ silicon[7]. The cell was fabricated by
milling to produce the holes followed by a damage etch and an un-masked emitter
diffusion. The p-type surface was exposed by another milling step. Contacts were
applied by screen printing, with two separate print steps, and a single co-firing. It was
proposed that a significant limiting factor in the cell design was the exposed unpassivated
p-type surface resulting from the emitter removal step. This surface is believed to
impact fill factor and voltage[7].

VEST cell

The VEST cell uses the EWT concept on a thin silicon film[8]. VEST stands for
Via-hole Etching for the Separation of Thin films. This cell uses an silicon on insulator,
SOI, layer as the acti~e device material. The silicon is grown by Zone Melting Re-
crystallization. The via holes used for the EWT cell structure also are used to remove the
thin silicon layer from the substrate by etching the underlying oxide in hydrofluoric acid.
The holes are formed by chemical etching. A recent device result demonstrated an

efficiency of 16 0/0 in a 96 cnlz cell[21 ]. The thickness of the layer was only 80 pm, a
notable achievement itself in such a large area device. Screen printing is used for
contacts, although details such as paste composition are not revealed.

Deposited Silicon EWT

This variation on the EWT cell design uses deposited silicon in the via holes and
at the back surface[9]. One of the compromises a screen printed EWT makes is to use a
heavy emitter diffusion to allow good contact with screen printed metal. However, this
heavy diffusion is not desirable for the front junction because it limits cell blue response
and results in high emitter dark current. The deposited silicon technique could potentially
remove this compromise by giving a heavily doped emitter on the rear and in the holes
for good contact, but allowing a light emitter diffusion at the front surface.
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Conclusions

Judging by the literature references, the EWT ceil design seems to be the most
popular choice for those developing back contact cells. This is most likely due to the
reiaxed material quality requirements when compared to the IBC cell. It simply is the
most practical alternative at this point.

The issue of hole drdling throughput for the EWT ceI1 is always a difficult issue.
It has been estimated that laser drilling systems can be built with current technology
which would satisfy throughput requirements[5]. However, until a system has actually
been demonstrated there will be naturally be some reluctance to invest in this cell desi=~.

There are also processing issues which need to be resolved for the EWT cell.

Screen printing techniques show promise for giving a low cost EWT cell design. One
difficulty with most screen printing schemes for the EWT cells is due to the bare silicon
surface resulting from milling or chemical etching to remove the diffused junction[6,7_j.’
This appears to be a significant loss mechanism. Our approach to this problem is to do
simultaneous boron and phosphorous diffusions. After growth of a thin passivation
oxide, screen printed silver can be applied to form both contacts in a single print step.
The boron and phosphorous ,diffusions still require a photomasking step, where a
deposited boron doped oxide is patterned. The boron doped oxide forms a P+ layer and
also acts as a diffusion mask for the phosphorous. This process has produced a 10.4 0/0

efficient 41 cmz cell. The limitation on ceil performance is due to shunt conductance and
high-idcality factor diode. The junction depth and firing process for the screen printed
metal has not been optimized yet. Fortunately, series resistance was acceptable in these
cells, demonstrating that the silver paste formed a good contact to the p+ layer.

We intend to con~ert to a screen printed dopant source to form the Pi- regiori and
act as an N+ diffusion mask. Alternatively, a full area N+ diffusion may be used, and
aluminum may be used to compensate the N+ diffusion where the P-type surface is
desired.

As for the IBC cell. this device can be successful as a Io\v cost one sun cell if
material quality can be maintained and thin siIicon can be processed with a high yield.
The development of self-doping metal systems will open up ne~~possibilities for this
detiice.
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Figure 1. Collection efficiency, rear junction cell, as calculated by PC-ID.
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